Abstract-Temporal data dependencies are high-level linguistic constructs that define relationships among values of data-elements in temporal databases. These constructs enable the support of schema versioning as well as the definition of consistency requirements for a single time-point and among values in different time-points. In this paper, we present a multiagent update process in a database with temporal data dependencies and schema versioning. The update process supports the evolution of dependencies over time and the use of temporal operators within temporal data dependencies. The temporal dependency language is presented, along with the temporal dependency graph}which serves as the executable data structure. A thorough discussion of the feasibility, performance, and consistency of the presented model is provided.
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION
HE phenomenon of data dependencies in databases occurs when a value of a data-element is dependent upon values of other data-elements. A data dependency}an expression also known in the literature [42] as value dependency}can be materialized by means of a derivation, i.e., a data element whose value is a calculated function of other data-elements' values:
Program.Advertisement − Price := Price − Formula (Program.Hour, Program.Rating)
For example, Expression 1 is a derivation. Any modification of the instances referred to in the derivation's right hand side triggers the recalculation of relevant instances of the data-element that resides in the left hand side. A dataelement whose value's modification triggers the recalculation is called dependee (e.g., Program.Rating), and the dataelement whose value is updated is called dependent (e.g., Program.Advertisement-Price).
Throughout the history of database research there has been a considerable interest in the modeling and efficient implementation of data dependencies. The DBTG proposal [9] requires the support of derived data as a virtual term. The view concept as a virtual term was part of the early relational database model. More recent studies [4] , [18] argue that materialization of derived data is desirable in some cases for the sake of efficiency (e.g., frequent retrieval requests for the derived data vs. infrequent updates) as well as effectiveness reasons (e.g., derived values that should be utilized in real-time). Various models use the concepts of integrity constraints [8] and derived data [34] to materialize data dependencies. The feasibility of derivation materialization depends upon the ability to efficiently compute materialized data dependencies, as discussed in [29] , [41] , [5] .
Recent trends in database programming deal with the explicit specification of data dependencies and their separation from application programs. As claimed in [8] , "It leads... to much more compact and understandable application programs." Explicit specification of data dependencies started with the semantic data models [28] and carried on to other areas such as active databases [7] in which event driven behavior is being made explicit.
One of the main results of working with data-dependencies programming is the observation that there are strong relationships between data dependencies and the concept of time. For example, the combination between dependencies and time is vital for decision support and decision analysis systems that maintain information about the past (for analysis) and information about the future (for planning) with possibly different schema versions. Prediction about future values of a data-element may be dependent upon past and present values of data-elements. New information can be obtained about past and future values, resulting in the retroactive and proactive updates of the database. For example:
The advertising prices in commercial television are retroactively determined as a function of programs' actual rating average over a two months period. The price formula pf 1 that had been valid for many years was changed to the price formula pf 2 in January 1995. In February 1995 a retroactive update was issued for the rating figures of December 1994. This update should result in an adjustment to the advertising price for December 1994, according to pf 1 , and in an adjustment to the advertising price for January 1995 according to pf 2 . The required functionality is concurrent T treatment of two data-dependency versions and the inclusion of time concepts in data-dependency definitions.
These capabilities were identified as essential in the process of transfer from data engineering toward an information engineering that is aimed at employing the information resource for corporations' policy making [48] . In the current technology, these functionalities are difficult to achieve and require ad hoc application programs with no abstractions to support them.
In this paper, we present an execution model for a database that supports temporal data dependencies. The combination of the functionality of data dependencies and the time dimension is realized by satisfying two major requirements, the evolution of dependencies over time and the use of temporal operators within the definition of data dependencies.
Evolution of Dependencies Over Time
Dependencies can evolve in a similar fashion to schema evolution and the evolution of application programs. Each dependency may have several versions that are applicable in different time points. For example, the advertisement price is calculated according to one formula in 1994 and another formula in 1995. The evolution of dependencies, coupled with the possibility to update past and future values, requires the capability of identifying the relevant data dependency that is applicable for each update operation. Furthermore, when dealing with update operations that may span over an interval, different portions of this interval may conform with diverse data dependencies. The support of evolving dependencies enables the modification of past or future values while maintaining a consistent view of database versions in a dynamic environment. This support is valuable for any system in which knowledge about past or future events should be recorded and analyzed.
Use of Temporal Operators within the Definition of Data Dependencies
The definition of data dependencies can be extended to materialize the temporal effect in the following two ways:
1) The dependent data-element and the dependee dataelement may have different valid times. For example, a salary is updated at the end of the year according to values of bonuses that are calculated at the end of each quarter. A modification of a bonus value updates the future value of a salary and not the current one.
2) The update of a derived value, performed at a given time point t, entails the retrieval of values whose valid time is different than t. For example, when an employee is promoted from a junior manager to a senior manager, the operation that calculates the initial salary retrieves the number of employees that reported to this manager at all times. This salary is being calculated only when the promotion occurs, but it uses values that have been valid throughout the history.
The execution model presented in this paper, is based upon the following three components:
1) The temporal data dependencies are defined and compiled into a temporal dependency graph that is an extension of the data-dependency graph developed in the PARDES model [17] , [18] . The execution process, based on the temporal dependency graph guarantees the consistency of the resulting database in a minimal number of update operations. 2) A parallel processing execution [11] using temporal agents and a multiagent execution model is provided when a single update operation refers to a time interval that spans over the valid time of more than one schema version, or a collection of update operations that reside in the same transactions refer to distinct schema versions. Temporal agents are information agents [37] that operate within different time frames, and perform predefined and inferred actions that interpret the update operations and their consequences according to the valid schema in a given time point. 3) Each transaction may be partitioned among parallel processes, such that each process executes a temporal agent. Conflicts are avoided by a communication protocol among the temporal agents.
In this paper, we discuss the multiple schema versions implementation and the interconnections protocol among temporal agents. Section 2 describes the temporal database structure and the dependency language. The update process and the concepts of temporal agents and a temporal dependency graph are given in Section 3. The model's properties are discussed in Section 4, and a comparison of this study with related work is given Section 5.
THE SYSTEM DESIGN PRIMITIVES
This section presents the building blocks used by the system designer to construct the metadata that contains the temporal database model and the temporal data dependencies. The temporal data model is presented in Section 2.1. The temporal data-dependency language is presented in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 presents the relationships between the database schema and the operations that are inferred from the defined temporal data dependencies. These relationships are used for runtime execution monitoring and as a verification tool for the system designer.
The Temporal Data Model
The data model is a bitemporal data model [32] supporting valid time and transaction time. valid time (t v ) designates the time points at which the value is considered to be true in the modeled reality, expressed using a temporal element [20] , which is a finite union of time intervals (e.g., [Jan 1995, June 1995) < [Aug 1995, Feb 1996) ). 1 Transaction time (t x ) designates the time when a value becomes current in the database. This time type may be implemented by using a transaction commit time.
The data model employed in this paper can augment any data model that supports operations at the attribute 1 . It is common in temporal databases to use discrete time representation, based on discrete atomic unit of time called chrononos [31] . Consequently, an interval that includes a single chronon t can be represented as the interval [t, t + 1).
level. In particular, one may assume an object-based model, in which each class has properties, or a relational model, in which each relation has columns. The term class defines either a class in the object-based model, or a relation in the relational model. The term object defines an instance of a class or a tuple in a relation. Property defines an attribute in the object-based model or a column in the relational model. The flexibility in choosing the data model results in a datamodel independence, in which the temporal effect can be added on top of existing systems.
A class definition contains the specification of properties that are applicable to its instances, along with their types. For example, Fig. 1 presents a partial schema definition of the distributors' case-study. It consists of four classes: 1) the Distributor, 2) the Subscriber, 3) the Distributor Rank, and 4) the Metadata Changes.
The Distributor and the Subscriber classes represent personal details of distributors and subscribers, respectively. The Distributor-Rank class contains details that are applicable to each distributor possessing that rank. The MetadataChanges class is a metadata class that stores changes made in the schema level.
[derived] denotes a derived property, i.e., a property whose value is derived using a temporal data dependency. Further discussion of derived properties is presented in Section 2.2.
A variable is an instance of a property in the sense that it is associated with a specific object. At each time point, a variable is composed of one or more values, each of which is valid in a given time interval. Although each variable may have temporal characteristics, the system designer may choose to eliminate the temporal characteristics for some of the variables due to storage limitations or irrelevance considerations.
A variable in a temporal database consists of a set {se 1 where se-id is a unique identifier of the state-element, value represents the variable's value (an atom, a set, a sequence, a tuple or a reference to another object), and t x and t v are the transaction time and valid time, respectively.
An object is represented as a set of variables. An object's state is a set of all its variable states. An object is identified by a subset of the object's state, referred to as the object identifier (e.g., a primary key in the relational model). For example, the underlined properties in Fig. 1 
Temporal Data-Dependency Language
In this section, we present the temporal data-dependency language (the term dependency is used in this paper interchangeably with the full term). We start by presenting the PARDES language in Section 2.2.1, and proceed with 2. Additional attributes of information about source, validity, accessibility, etc., can be added to a state-element. These extensions are discussed in [24] .
3. Using object-based implementation environment, each object is also associated with a unique object identity.
4. This is a common assumption based on the fact that the last update overrides previous updates [19] . Different assumptions are also possible. 
PARDES Language
The temporal data-dependency language is an extension of the PARDES language [17] , a declarative language for data dependencies. A data-dependency expression in PARDES is a declarative definition that uses arithmetic operators (e.g., y := 3 * x + z), or functions (e.g., y := f (x, w, z)), or binary predicates (e.g., y > x + w). The language's semantics eliminate conflict resolution cases by allowing each property to appear at the left hand side of a single data dependency. Thus, all the different cases of deriving values of a property are encapsulated within a single data dependency. Each data dependency may contain conditions that are assumed to be totally ordered. For example, in the data dependency y := 3 * x + z when C1 ; 2 * x -z when C2, the first condition C1 is evaluated first and only if it is not satisfied, the second condition C2 is evaluated. Consequently, the second condition is interpreted as C2 and not C1. These restrictions guarantee unique and deterministic execution for each case. The conditions supported by the language are binary predicates (=, £, ≥, ?, <, >) and set membership operations.
Data dependencies are preserved either in a data-driven or event-driven fashion. The default case is data-driven, in which preserving operations are activated when any instance of a dependee is modified. In this case, the data dependency can be viewed as an invariant that should be preserved at all times. Alternatively, data-dependency preservation operations can be activated as a response to an event detection. An event is an instantaneous occurrence that can be detected by the database's event detector. It can be the result of a user-initiated signal operation, or a sensor's output, or a change in a variable. An event can be either atomic or composite. A thorough discussion of events' classification and types can be found in [6] , [12] . Event driven data dependencies are specified using an additional clause triggered-by, that designates the activating event. For example, in the data dependency y := 3 * x + z triggered-by ev, the dependency preservation operation is activated only when the event ev is detected. The language supports simple events and several types of complex events (conjunction, disjunction and sequencing). An extension of the event language to support more types of complex events (such as the types mentioned in [6] ) is under construction.
The Temporal Extensions to PARDES
The PARDES dependency language is extended to support the temporal extension in the following two forms:
1) The dependent data-element and each dependee may have valid time restrictions. For example, consider the following dependency: The low annual commission is given in two months delay and the medium annual commission is given in one month delay. (d9) uses a function for reallocating subscribers to distributors. It updates the Assigned-Distributor property and it is triggered by changes in the Zipcode and Expiration-Date properties. The retrieved properties are given in the parenthesis, and the updated property is the dependent value that appears in the left-hand side of the dependency definition.
Temporal Data Dependencies-An Example
When the participating properties are not of the same class, a matching process is required. The matching process uses additional information to determine the participating instances. For example, in (d1) the matching can be based on a comparison between the values of Distributor-Rank in the Distributor class and Distributor-Rank-Code in the Distributor-Rank class. A thorough discussion of the matching process can be found in [16] .
Each temporal data dependency is translated by an inference mechanism to an update program that deals with all the dependency's implications. The inferred program is referred to as a dependency preserving operation (we use the short term operation interchangeably with dependency preserving operation). The symbols (o1), (o2), …, (o9) denote the operations that have been inferred from the dependencies (d1), (d2), …, (d9).
The Relationships Between Operations and Schema Elements
Relationships between operations and schema elements are inferred by the translation process. The relationships of an operation o with the schema elements are defined through the use of the following three sets: 
For example, let o be an operation that preserves the temporal data dependency of Expression 2, and assume that a, b, and x are properties of the same class. The relationship sets of o are:
is retrieved, and a.x in t v 1 is derived and updated. 5 The activation of an operation o depends upon the contents of the TRIGGER-SET(o). The contents of this set are inferred using the dependency definition, and do not require an explicit definition. When the TRIGGER-SET(o) is inferred, it contains all the participants, thus REQUEST-SET(o) = ∆. The TRIGGER-SET(o) and the REQUEST-SET(o) are inferred, unless the TRIGGER-SET(o) is explicitly defined. For example, the dependency of Expression 3 has an explicit TRIGGER-SET(o) = {·a, t v 2 Ò}. In this case, the REQUEST-SET(o) is defined as the set of all participants that are not included in the TRIGGER-SET(o), i.e., REQUEST-SET(o) = {·b, t v 3 Ò}.
The role of the these three relationships is twofold. They are used to monitor the runtime execution, as discussed in Section 3, and they function as a validation tool, enabling the system designer to capture the global application behavior that is inferred from the various dependencies using a visualization tool. 5 . Incremental calculations are possible in some cases [34] . Yet, this discussion is beyond the scope of this paper. 
THE UPDATE MODEL
This section presents the update process of a temporal database that supports temporal data dependencies and schema versioning. The evolution of dependencies over time requirement is achieved using the concept of temporal agents, defined and discussed in Section 3.1. The dependencies and their relationships with the database are compiled into a temporal dependency graph, an executable data structure that monitors the execution of update operations. This concept is defined and discussed in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents the runtime execution process.
Temporal Agents
In this section, we present the concept of temporal agents as a means to support schema and dependencies versioning in temporal databases. Let DB be a database with an active time domain ATD. The active time domain consists of the collection of time-points for which there exists a relevant knowledge in the database. ATD is initialized to be the valid time of the first schema of the application and can be expanded later. DB = D < MD consists of the data (D) and the metadata (MD) of the application.
The metadata of an application MD = IS < IC consists of the initial schema (IS) and the incremental schema changes (IC = ic 1 , ..., ic n ) that were added to the initial schema. The database schema contains dependencies as well as other meta data entities. In the example presented in Fig. 1 , IC is represented using the Metadata-Changes class. Let s i be a schema version. If i = 0 then s i = IS. Otherwise, s i is the schema version that is generated by applying the changes ic 1 , ..., ic i to IS.
Each s i has an associated time region, t i , the valid time temporal element in which s i is applicable. The time region of a schema version s i is the part of the t v of ic i that was not overridden by later changes. For each ic i t v (ic i ) is explicitly specified in the update, for convenience reasons we define t v (ic 0 ) = t v (IS). Given n schema changes ic 1 , ..., ic n , t i (0 £ i £ n) is calculated as:
Note that in some cases the second component of the above expression is empty, such as the cases in which the lower bound of the union is bigger then the upper bound. For example: t 0 = t v (IS) and t n = t v (ic n ).
Let TAG i be a temporal agent. TAG i is an application program that preserves the database consistency with respect to s i by executing the dependency preservation operations that are applicable in its time region (t i ). TAG i uses s i to deduce the operations that should be activated to maintain the database consistency as a result of a user update or an event.
The number of temporal agents is identical to the number of the different versions of the schema that are relevant to the application. In practice [13] , changes are accumulated and the generation of versions is not frequent. Thus, the number of versions is relatively small.
Each temporal agent TAG i has a set CO i of connectors. A connector in CO i is a communication element of a temporal agent TAG i that allows message passing to other agents. The connectors are generated during the new schema introduction process. A connector is generated in the two following cases: The temporal agents partition the time-regions each time the schema changes. Let ic n be the nth incremental change of the initial schema. t v (ic n ) is the change's valid time. Fig. 4 , a pair of connectors, sco and rco OE dest(sco) can be generated for each property in a relationship-set of an operation. Thus, the number of connectors in n schema versions is bounded by
Hence, the maximum number of metadata elements 6 in a single schema version is bounded by O((n ◊ max i n =1 (|oper i |))
2 ). Let s n be a new schema version, generated by applying ic n to s n-1 . The worst case time complexity of the introduction of a new schema version is bounded by
We assume that the number of versions is smaller than the number of properties and operations, i.e., "i : n < |oper i |. The complete proof of Proposition 1 is straightforward by using induction on the number of schema versions, and can be found in [21] . It requires the proof of the following two assertions, related to the collection of times in which a schema version s i is valid (t i ).
Ass1
:
The Temporal Dependency Graph
The temporal dependency graph is an executable data structure employed to preserve the consistency of a database with respect to its temporal data dependencies. When a transaction is issued, either explicitly or by an event detection, some of the database's operations should be activated. These operations are activated according to the nodes traversed in the temporal dependency graph. The nodes of a temporal dependency graph designate events, operations and connectors in the application domain. As explained in Section 3.1, a connector is a communication element of a temporal agent, generated during the new schema introduction process and allows message passing to other agents. An explicit representation of connectors enables an automatic application of temporal agents message passing. The edges of a temporal dependency graph designate trigger and request relationships between elements. Let TDG i = (V, E) be the temporal dependency graph of a temporal agent TAG i . TDG i is a directed graph, such that: V = OP < EV < CO, where:
OP is the set of all the operations in s i . An operation node is generated for two types of operations; direct update operations that denote update operations for properties that are explicitly updated (e.g., Subscriber.Address) and dependency preservation operations inferred from a dependency definition (e.g., Distributor.Commission). EV is the set of all the events in s i .
Introduction of a new schema version algorithm
1) Add the nth incremental change of the initial schema to IC. IC := append(IC, ic n ).
2) Generate a new schema s n by applying ic n to s n-1 .
3) Recompute ATD := old(ATD) < t v (ic n ), where old(ATD) is the ATD that was valid before introducing ic n . 4) Add a new temporal agent TAG n to the application with t n = t v (ic n ). CO is the set of all the connectors in s i . CO = SCO < RCO, where SCO is a set of sending connectors, and RCO is a set of receiving connectors.
5) For each temporal agent
TAG i (0 £ i < n), determine t i to be t i := old(t i ) -t n ,¢ t v such that ¢ t v -(old(t i ) -t i ) π ∆ assign new valid time, ¢ t v = old( ¢ t v ) -(old(t i ) -t i )
E = TR < RE, where:
TR is a triggering edge. It connects an element op i OE (OP < EV < RCO) with an element op j OE (OP < SCO). Let p be a property. A triggering edge ·op i , op j Ò is generated if one of the following six conditions holds:
1) p OE UPDATE-SET(op i ), i.e., op i updates an instance of p and p OE TRIGGER-SET(op j ). For example, according to Fig. 3 , operation (o5) updates Number-of-Subscribers, which triggers (o1). Therefore, a triggering edge connects (o5) with (o1). 2) op i is an event that triggers op j , i.e., op i OE TRIGGER-SET(op j ). For example, operation (o8) is activated as a result of the event Begin-ofYear. Consequently, a triggering edge connects the Begin-of-Year node with (o8). 3) p OE TRIGGER-SET(op i ), op j is a sending connector, and p is the source of op j . For example, assume that at t¢, operation (o8) was changed. As a result, a connector that models the effect of updating Distributor-Status using (o6), on (o8) as of t¢ is added to the two schema versions. A transaction that changes Distributor-Status during [t¢ -1year, t¢), requires a message passing, to enable the derived update of Annual-Commission. Assume further that Distributor-Status triggers (o8). Using this scenario, a triggering edge connects (o6) with a sending connector. 4) op i is a receiving connector, and op j is the destination of op i . Using the example given above, a triggering edge connects a receiving connector with (o8). 5) op j is a sending connector, and op i is the source of op j . For example, assume a new schema as a result of change in the domain of Salary, starting t¢¢. As a result, a connector that models the effect of updating Annual-Commission during [t¢¢, t¢¢ + 1year) is added to the two schema versions. Using this scenario, a triggering edge connects (o8) with a sending connector. 6) p OE UPDATE-SET(op j ), op i is a receiving connector, and p is the destination of op i . Under the scenario given above, a triggering edge connects a receiving connector with (o8).
RE is a request edge. It connects an element op i OE (OP < EV < RCO) with an element op j OE (OP < SCO).
Let p be a property. A request edge ·op i , op j Ò is generated if one of the following two conditions hold: 1) p OE UPDATE-SET(op i ), i.e., op i updates an instance of p, and p OE REQUEST-SET(op j ). For example, consider the operation (o8) given in Fig. 3 . Distributor-Status OE REQUEST-SET((o8)) and Distributor-Status OE UPDATE-SET((o6)). As a result, a request edge connects (o6) with (o8).
2) p OE REQUEST-SET(op j ), op i is a receiving connector, and p is the destination of op i . For example, assume that at t¢, operation (o8) was changed. As a result, a connector that models the effect of updating Distributor-Status, using (o6) on (o8) as of t¢ is added to the two schema versions. A transaction that may involve a change in Distributor-Status in [t¢ -1year, t¢), requires a message passing, to enable the derived update of Annual-Commission. Using this scenario, a request edge connects (o6) with a sending connector.
The space complexity of the graph is bounded by O(|OP| + |EV| + |CO|), i.e., the number of metadata entities (operations, events and connectors). According to previous analysis, and under the assumption that |EV| £ |OP|, the space complexity of the graph is bounded by
. The number of nodes and edges of the graph reflects the number of operations, events and connectors, and the relationships among them, and not the number of objects in the database. Thus, the space complexity of the graph is quadratic proportional to the size of the metadata entities, which is normally a comparatively low overhead relative to the size of the database. The complexity calculation is not dependent on the relationships between the number of metadata elements and the number of data elements. Consequently, even in extreme cases (e.g., initialization of a database) where the number of metadata elements is of the same order as the number of data elements, there is no change in the complexity calculation. Fig. 5 presents a partial example of the temporal dependency graph of the distributors' case study. The temporal dependency graph contains two types of operations. The operations (o1), ..., (o9) are inferred from the derivations presented in Fig. 3, and The receiving connector rco 1 represents a change in the operation (o8) that calculates the annual commission. The operation may need data that exists at a time element that is monitored by a different agent. Therefore, connectors are added to the temporal dependency graphs.
The generation of the temporal dependency graph is inferred from the schema and the dependency definitions. The time-complexity of generating the temporal dependency graph is bounded by O(max((|V| + |E|), (|V| ◊ |E|)) [21] , where O(|V| ◊ |E|) is the time complexity of generating the trigger and request relationships. In terms of the number of nodes in the graph, the algorithm is bounded by O(|V| 3 ),
where |V| denotes the number of metadata entities (properties, operations, connectors and events). The generation of the temporal dependency graph is required only at the application's initialization and changes may be done in an incremental fashion. In addition to the temporal dependency graph, the update algorithm utilizes the element subgraph of all the nodes representing events, direct update operations and receiving connectors. Each subgraph contains the transitive closure of a single node. The derivation of these subgraphs can be determined in a preprocessing phase. An element subgraph of a node v i is a directed graph ESG i (v i ) = (V, E): The execution process is monitored by assigning weights to each TDG i , as defined in Section 3.3. For each transaction, the edges of TDG i receive different weights. TDG i is built from the element subgraphs of all the operations, events and receiving connectors that are initiated by the transaction.
The Runtime Execution Process
The transaction manager receives as an input a set of direct update operations and event signals o 1 , ..., o n . The direct update operations are given by the user, and the events can be either signaled by the user, or detected by event detectors that receive information from external sensors. Each update operation is decomposed by the transaction manager to primitive operations. A primitive operation is a tuple ·operation, variable-name, value, t v Ò, where operation is either an update operation of a single variable, or a signal operation. The primitive operations are sent to the execution manager that assigns each primitive operation to a temporal agent. The update process is a two phase process that uses the temporal dependency graph as an executable data structure to monitor the update process, as described in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2.
Phase I: The Determination of the Transaction's Range of Effect
Each temporal agent TAG i should decide upon the transaction's range of effect in its associated time region on the valid time axis. Each TAG i updates its temporal dependency graph TDG i for future monitoring of the potential activation, requests, and updates. Fig. 7 presents the algorithm for determining the transaction's range of effect. The algorithm is performed independently by each of the agents that are involved in the transaction. The algorithm updates the weights of the temporal dependency graph (TDG i ). An edge has a positive weight if the source operation of the edge should be activated during the transaction, and has not completed its activities yet. Each edge is initialized to have a weight of 0 (line 2). The weights change according to the element subgraphs of all the operations that are initiated by the transaction. If an operation o is one of the primitive operations of the transaction, then its successors will be activated during the transaction. Hence, the triggering edges that are related with these operations receive a positive weight. TDG i U + ESG i (o) (line 5) stands for an increase of one to the weight of an edge in TDG i for each edge that exists in ESG i (o).
If a sending connector is a node of one of the element subgraphs that are relevant to the transaction, then messages should pass among agents (lines 12-15 and lines [21] [22] [23] [24] , to signal the possible activation of a subgraph that its root is a connector. Each agent that receives a message of possible activation adds the effect of the subgraph of the receiving connector to the temporal dependency graph.
For example, Fig. 8 presents an example of messages passing between two agents, in the phase of determining the transacton range of effect. In this figure, a partial shema of the distributors case-study based on the dependencies of Fig. 3 is presented At t¢, operation (o8) was changed. As a result, a connnector that models the effect of (o6) on (o8) as of t¢ is added to the two schema versions. A transaction that may involve a change in Distributor-Status in [t¢ -1year t¢) requires a message from sco1 to rco1 to enable the derived update.
In lines 17-28 the weight of each of the request edges is calculated. A request edge ·v i , v j Ò receives the value of 1 if there exists a trigger edge to v i and a trigger edge from v j that should be triggered during the transaction, or if there exists a trigger edge to v i and a request edge from v j to a sending connector v l . In the latter case, the receiving connectors that are the destination of v l are signaled (lines 23-24).
Phase II: The Execution of Operations
In the execution phase, each temporal agent TAG i uses its temporal dependency graph TDG i to determine the flow of operations. Each operation can be either activated by a direct update or triggered. The execution phase starts with the activation of each of the operations and events that were sent to the agent. The activation of an operation entails retrieval of state-elements, invocation of functions, and calculation of new values to be inserted to the database. Upon completion of these activities, the database is updated, and all the outgoing edges of the operation are triggered. The activation of an event results in triggering its outgoing edges.
An operation is triggered when one of its predecessors in the TDG i is terminated. A triggered operation reduces the weight of the triggering edge, and consults the TDG i to assess its status. If there are no more ingoing edges to be triggered, i.e., all ingoing edges have a zero weight, then the operation is activated. Otherwise, the operation should wait for the next triggering. This mode of operation guarantees that each activated operation is scheduled only once.
An operation that should be triggered by another schema version, should wait until it receives a message from the sending connector's agent. A message is sent once the execution reaches a sending connector. A message is sent to the receiving connectors in the destination of the sending connector, and enables the triggering of the receiving connector's outgoing edges.
For example, a transaction that signals the event Begin-of-Year and decreases the Medium-Lower-Bound for the period [t¢ -1year, t¢) was issued on t¢ . As a result, following Fig. 8 and Fig. 5, (o¢4) is activated and updates MediumLower-Bound. (o6) is activated next, and updates the Distributor-Status. (o8) of another schema should receive the Distributor-Status new values. Thus, the sending connector sco1 is triggered, and a message is sent to rco1 of the receiving agent, notifying that the update of DistributorStatus is now complete. At this stage, (o8) of the other schema can be activated.
THE MODEL'S PROPERTIES
In this section we present the properties of the multiagent model. We discuss four issues, some are inherited from the properties of the PARDES model and some are unique to the temporal extension. else:
Send Signal-Connector-Message (rco) 15 end 4.3 discusses operation termination and confluence along temporal graphs, and performance and feasibility issues are discussed in Section 4.4.
Revisiting The Initial Motivation
Section 1 outlined an initial motivation to construct a highlevel language and execution model for temporal dependencies and posed two requirements for the temporal dependency model. These requirements are fulfilled using the following three properties.
• The database enables the concurrent maintenance of different schema versions. Each version is valid during a collection of time-points within the database's active time domain. This feature is vital to satisfy the evolution of dependencies over time requirement.
• The model supports valid time retroactive and proactive updates. An update operation may be issued for values that refer to the past or the future, with respect to the issuing transaction's viewpoint. In particular, it is possible to update a value for a time point in which a different schema version is valid. In this case the update is executed in the context of the valid schema version and not in the context of the current one. This feature is vital to satisfy the use of temporal operators within the definition of data dependencies.
• The temporal dependency language supports interversion references. This property extends the utilization of schema versioning to the execution of dependencies, thus a change in a value that is valid in one schema version may entail the change of another value that belongs to another schema version.
For example, in the dependency given in Expression 4, a modification of a value of a during t v 2 entails the recalculation of the value of x during t v 1 that may belong to a different schema version. This feature integrates both requirements.
The update model presented in this paper enables an efficient execution of these features, making it a feasible model as elaborated in Section 4.4.
Database Consistency
Most DBMS tools supply structural consistency facilities such as type checking, referential integrity and cardinality enforcement. The data-dependency concept can be viewed as an additional means of expressing database's consistency requirements. A database is consistent with respect to a data dependency, if each data dependency is satisfied for all the instances of the relevant data elements that participate in it. Data-driven dependencies issue a continuous Fig. 3 requires a snapshot consistency. The dependencies (d4) and (d8) require temporal consistency as well. A database is consistent if it satisfies snapshot consistency and temporal consistency in addition to the continuous or discrete consistency, depending on the dependency definition. For example, consider a database with three properties x, a, and b of the same class, and the two dependencies:
An instance a of this class is updated, and a is set to be 38 during [Jan 1994 , Feb 1994 
Operations Termination and Confluence
One of the main issues in systems that support data dependencies, such as production systems or active databases, is the issue of confluence and termination [3] . As shown in [2] , the execution of an acyclic dependency graph is guaranteed to terminate, while the execution of a cyclic dependency graph is not. In the temporal data-dependency context, detection of cycles should be done both at the schema level and at the temporal level. For example, consider the following two assertions of a strategic decision support system. 1) If there is no threat of war in time t 1 then the number of ballistic missiles can be reduced by X units during the interval [t 1 , t 1 + 1year). Otherwise, the number should be increased by X units in the same period. 2) If it is known that the number of missiles in t 2 will be less than Y units, then a threat of war exists as of t 2 -18 months. Otherwise, there is no threat of war.
On January 1994, the number of ballistic missiles is updated to be Z, where Z -X < Y < Z. The information of "no 7 . A stable state is a state that is created when a transaction commits [18] .
threat of war" would cause an infinite temporal cycle, where a threat of war is inferred and refuted in a cyclic fashion.
Temporal cycles may result from operations that refer to different time points, possibly among different schema versions, and can be detected by using a global view of the system, as follows.
Let TDG i = (V i , E i ) (1 £ i £ n) be a collection of temporal dependency graphs in a database D. The unified temporal dependency graph UTDG = (V, E) is a directed graph, where:
E c is a set of connecting edges that connects each sending connector with its receiving connectors.
The unified temporal dependency graph represents the global dependencies of the database D. Using conventional graph analysis, cycles in the unified dependency graph imply the existence of temporal cycles in the multiversion system. Following [2] , it is easy to show that: 1) If the unified temporal dependency graph has no cycles, then the multiversion update process would terminate in a finite number of steps. 2) If the multiversion update process does not terminate in a finite number of steps, then the unified temporal dependency graph has cycles.
The unified temporal dependency graph is incrementally updated with every schema version introduction, and temporal cycles are sought and detected.
Feasibility and Performance
In this section, we summarize the analysis of the time and space complexity overhead of the model (Section 4.4.1), and discuss some of its optimization features, namely update minimality, incremental updates and parallel processing (Section 4.4.2).
Overhead
The temporal dependency graph is an executable data structure that contains metadata elements. Hence, the additional space complexity of this model is proportional to the number of metadata elements. It is assumed that the size of the metadata is much smaller than the size of data and does not change the magnitude of the space complexity relative to any schema knowledge representation.
The number of schema versions is assumed to be relatively small, since it is assumed that metadata changes are grouped into versions [13] . Consequently, the number of interacting agents is relatively small.
The time complexity of the graph generation is O(V 3 ),
where V stands for the number of nodes that represent metadata elements. This process is performed during the initialization of the first schema version. Although subsequent schema versions revise a small part of the schema elements, the worst case of each revision is still O(V 3 ).
Our complexity analysis as well as our experimentation with a prototype implementation encourage us to believe that the time and space complexity are not substantial. Due to the high-level language abstractions, the development and maintenance costs are likely to be substantially reduced with respect to development using conventional tools. The overall effect of the combination of required overhead and supplied optimization features is likely not to be substantially worse and in some cases even improve the performance of applications that have the same functionality and are developed using conventional tools. For example, we compared the following three possible strategies for handling schema versioning.
1) The database uses a single "active" schema at all valid time points. Using this method, the active schema is normally the schema that is the result of the last schema modification. This method supports schema evolution, by allowing changes in the schema level, but does not support schema versioning [32] . It should be noted that this strategy does not meet the requirements posed in this paper.
2) The database supports schema versioning by handling each schema version separately, in a sequential manner. This method uses a simple update algorithm, with no need for communication protocols.
3) The database supports a multiagent model in which the parallel processing decreases the computation time, but the synchronization, coordination, and communication among agents generate a performance overhead.
We have conducted a simulation that has evaluated the total performance of a transaction as a function of the number of operations in a transaction, and the method of applying schema versioning. At each run of the simulation, the communication overhead was assumed to be a constant. Fig. 9 presents an instance of this simulation set, with an overhead of 12 percent. A set of 100 transactions, each one consists of a similar number of operations, was tested on the three strategies of schema versioning support. One with no schema versioning support, the other with a sequential support of two schema versions that halved the application time domain, and the last with a multiagent model that supports two schema versions that halved the application time domain. In all cases, the application time domain was an interval of the form [0, n), where n = 300. According to the results presented in Fig. 9 , the use of sequential handling of multischema versions has the worst performance of all three strategies. The interesting result of this simulation is that when the number of operations in a transaction is four or above, and the communication overhead is 12 percent, the performance of the schema versioning with a multiagent option model is better than the nonversioning one.
Optimization
At runtime there are several features that improve the application performance relative to ad hoc designed applications. These features are update minimality, incremental updates, and parallel processing:
• Update minimality: Update minimality is achieved when the number of update operations is minimal, i.e., each update operation is unavoidable and none of the operations is redundant. This property is inherited from the PARDES execution model [17] and is based upon the fact that the execution model accumulates relevant triggers and activates each update operation only when all its predecessors in the graph that are updated in the transaction have been activated. This accumulation eliminates the redundancy update problem that is common in data-driven systems [30] .
• Incremental updates: A substantial amount of computation can be performed in an incremental fashion. For example, in the data dependency y := sum (x), a modification in one of the relevant instances of x does not require the recalculation of the sum, which can be done incrementally. A thorough discussion of Fig. 9 . The average elapsed time of transactions for the three schema versioning handling methods.
incremental computation of data dependencies can be found in [34] .
• Parallel processing: The partition of the application time domain enables the support of parallel processing. The contribution of parallel processing vs. the communication overhead has been investigated by simulation [23] . As stated above, the major cost of parallel processing is the overhead generated by the need to coordinate and to transfer information among agents. The communication overhead in Fig. 9 was assumed to be a constant (12 percent). The simulation concluded that for two agents it is beneficial to use the multiagent model regardless of the communication overhead, for transactions with four operations or more. For three agents, the multiagent model is preferred for transactions with four operations or more, and for a communication overhead of up to 15 percent. It is worth noting, that the alternative method is not to support schema versioning at all. Thus, these results show the benefits of using the multiagent model due to time considerations only, while increasing the capabilities of the supporting database. A more detailed discussion of the simulation is presented in [23] .
RELATED WORK
The linguistic and execution aspects of data dependencies have been thoroughly investigated using both event driven techniques [7] and data-driven techniques [34] , [30] , [18] . A comparison among different approaches for executable specifications of data dependencies can be found in [22] . While existing models support various types of data dependencies, none of them accommodate evolution of data dependencies over time and the use of temporal operators within the definition of data dependencies, as required in this paper.
Several works in the temporal database research area were published on topics related to the combination of temporal aspects and rules, e.g., [33] , [46] , [14,] , and [40] . These models possess temporal capabilities, but they neither support explicit data dependencies nor do they enable retroactive and proactive updates in a database that supports schema versioning. Temporal query languages (e.g., [44] ) support time characteristics such as valid time and transaction time as part of the language, and the use of defaults in defining these characteristics, in case the user does not provide them. However, existing temporal query languages offer a weaker model of temporal data dependencies than presented in this paper.
Conventional active databases (e.g., HiPac [7] , Ode [1] , Starburst [47] , and Sybase [25] , [43] ) support temporal functionality up to a limited extent by supporting only limited types of temporal events. Therefore, the use of existing graph based tools (e.g., [2] ) cannot capture temporal semantics. For example, the use of connectors based on valid time as defined in temporal data dependencies is disabled since these models do not provide a support for history maintenance. It is worth noting that despite the fact that, in general, the maintenance of data dependencies can be performed using active database systems, these two disciplines do not overlap. On the one hand, the required semantics of dependencies is not easily expressible in active databases [18] . On the other hand, the support of data dependencies does not require all the capabilities of active databases.
Graph-based data models (e.g., [26] , [36] ) serve as an alternative to conventional data models. While many graphbased data models represent data as well as metadata, this work uses graph techniques for metadata modeling solely, and therefore many of the techniques that are given in these models are redundant. Most of the graph based data models (e.g., LDM [35] , Graphlog [10] , and GOOD [27] ) use a single digraph. Hence, the presentation of several schema versions is awkward. While the Hypernode model [36] make use of a finite set of digraphs, it is not evident that the connectivity among these digraphs is expressive enough to define connectors. To the best of our knowledge, none of the graph-based data models have an explicit notion of time.
Transaction data-flow graphs (e.g., [15] , [39] ) can represent data precedence as a result of read/write conflicts in a transaction. Our model can express more complicated relationships among general types of operations, using temporal semantic knowledge to ensure a correct update of the database under schema versioning.
An architecture for implementing temporal integrity constraints by compiling them into a set of active DBMS rules was suggested in [8] . This approach is limited and do not support rules that update the temporal database valid time history. In addition, the paper assumes a single set of temporal constraints. Hence, no support of schema versioning is discussed in this work.
Real time databases [38] enforce temporal consistency and handle mutliversion data [45] . These models assume a database with no schema versioning, and their treatment of multiversion data is strict. For example, in [45] , it is assumed that a new data value replaces an older one. While this assumption is possibly true in some real time databases, it is not valid for models of decision support, supported by the model presented in this paper.
CONCLUSION
This paper introduces a model for an update process of a database with temporal data dependencies and schema versioning. This model extends the useful notion of data dependencies to consist of temporal knowledge. Several techniques such as the use of temporal dependency graph and the parallel execution model are used to optimize the update execution. The paper presents the following novel features:
• High level support of schema versioning. This model supports the concurrent use of different schema versions and allows high level abstractions to update data in several schema versions within a single operation. This approach is extendible to cooperative systems in which different users possess different versions of the schema. The alternative way employed in current systems is to perform manually all the implications upon the distinct versions.
• A temporal dependency language that embeds the temporal dimension in the dependency language.
• The view of schema history as a collection of temporal regions, each controlled by a temporal agent, applies the ideas of parallel processing to temporal databases.
We have implemented a prototype of the temporal datadependencies model using the X86 platform. Our initial experimentation with a variety of applications is encouraging from the performance perspective. However, a definite conclusion using a large sample of applications is a topic for further research. Additional further research will deal with exception handling in the proposed environment and hypothetical schema versioning to support possible worlds. We shall research the extension of the model to a distributed environment with no global control and test the applicability of this model on change management models.
